
Race 1 
1 Mile/Trot • KYSS Consolation / 2YO Fillies

*** EARLY PICK 5 CARRYOVER | $1,678.72 ***
(7) MAMY WATA had loads of late trot against good ones 
on debut, but admittedly worked an easy trip. Despite 
the outside draw, she may be against the right group to 
work another good trip. (2) GYMBOREE seemed poised 
for a good finish until breaking stride off the bottom 
corner. Worth another try. (6) DUBET gave even chase 
on debut and should be better from that mile. (3) MADE 
OF GOLD draws well enough to maybe keep herself 
together and grab a piece. 

Race 2 
1 Mile/Pace • KYSS Final / 2YO Colts & Geldings
One hrose has caught the eye in both prelims: (5) GOT 
BOURBON. He didn’t bobble in the stretch in his second 
start back and actually came with fury to just miss. He 
may offer value as one that’s readily improving. (3) LEW 
HAUBER is an obvious talent but had to reach for the 
wells to just win last out. (4) REALMENWEARBLU has 
speed but will have to show more than his regression 
last out. (6) DOC’S BUDDY had late speed and should 
again try to punch into the mix. 

Race 3 
1 Mile/Trot • KYSS Final / 3YO Fillies

*** ALL STAKES PICK 4 ***
(2) BLACK VELVET AS pushed first up under wraps and 
crushed. She gets a great draw to do well. (6) WOMAN 
OF PASSION is classy and fast but will be a short price. 
(3) STELLA VOLO trotted her best race last out and 
could also be worth a play at the right price. (1) BLACK 
BUTTON should try to close into action from this draw.

Race 4 
1 Mile/Pace • KYSS Final / 3YO Fillies
(4) DEFINING MOMENT kept chugging down the center 
of the track but was second best. This race could have 
a lot of speed, and she’s the best closer in the field. (3) 
BATH BOMB may hope to lead them to glory, but will 
have to again show bravery at a short price. (1) SEEU-
ONTHEOTHERSIDE just needs clear sailing. She’ll be 
sitting off the speed and can make something happen. 
(2) CAPYTREACH may be able to sneak onto the ticket 
with the right trip. 

Race 5 
1 Mile/Trot • KYSS Final / 3YO Colts & Geldings
(3) MISTER DAD gathered his speed well when waiting 
for the seas to open in his win last out. He showed 
handiness in that mile and, from this spot, that’s his 
best weapon. (6) MEMORYNIMAGINATION is an honest 
grinder. He keeps fighting through any trip, so he’d be 
no surprise finishing in one of the top spots. (7) INTER-
NATIONAL LAW got no room to race last out and clearly 
had trot. He’ll be live with a tow. (5) HUNG OVER will 
have to show more than his last two but he has some 
guts.

Race 6 
1 Mile/Pace • KYSS Final / 3YO Colts & Geldings

*** LATE PICK 5 CARRYOVER | $367.06 ***
(1) ARSON is fast, classy and gets a great draw. Ball’s in 
his court. (3) DANCIN CHAMPION has the best speed of 
the field and may be able to scorch the dirt. (5) BETTER 
IS NICE can also fire out and sit close, which is probably 
his best shot. (6) SWAGGY CAL went a big mile on cover 
last out, but will have to show more if he wants to win.
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Full-Card Selections 
1 7-2-6-3 6 1-3-5-6 11 5-1-6-4

2 5-3-4-6 7 3-5-1-2 12 5-7-6-2

3 2-6-3-1 8 6-7-5-3 13 2-4-7-9

4 4-3-1-2 9 5-2-1-7 14 -

5 3-6-7-5 10 7-3-8-9 15 -

Early Pick 5 Ticket 
 Race 1: 2,6,7
 Race 2: 3,5
 Race 3: 2,3,6
 Race 4: 3,4
 Race 5: 3,6,7
 Total Stake: $21.60 for $.20

Late Pick 5 Ticket 
 Race 6: 1
 Race 7: 3,5
 Race 8: 5,6,7
 Race 9: 2,5
 Race 10: 3,7
 Total Stake: $4.80 for $.20
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GET FREE PAST PERFORMANCES FOR TODAY’S CARD HERE

https://www.oakgrovegaming.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/07/ogr0714q.pdf


Race 7 
1 Mile/Trot • KYSS Consolation / 2YO Colts & Geldings
(3) FIFTYDALLAR TAB keeps getting frisky behind the 
starting gate, but shows clear ability in how he collects, 
catches the field and grabs shares. Smooth sailing 
puts him in the winner’s circle. (5) WESLYNN WARRIOR 
needed an easy mile last out after breaking on debut 
and should be able to do well against this group. (1) 
MAZOYERES was well beaten in his debut but he draws 
well. Will have to be ready off the sick scratch, too. (2) 
FEELGOOD VOLO gets a driver change off tough-to-read 
miles. Maybe a price for underneath. 

Race 8 
1 Mile/Trot • KYSS Final / 2YO Fillies
(6) APERFECT ANNIE fought well when losing substantial 
ground off the bottom turn to finish second. She gets 
a good draw here and can improve in her second start. 
(7) VOGUISH is obvious class and talent, but will have to 
prove herself quickly with this draw. (5) YO TILLIE loves 
to pass horses. If she’s perched in the pocket, she’s a 
major threat. (3) STACKING GREEN is fast but has to 
show a bit more fight. 

Race 9 
1 Mile/Trot • KYSS Consolation / 3YO Fillies
(5) HALOA kept gaining on a good one in Woman Of 
Passion last out but settled for second. She’s clearly 
ready to do well. (2) GREEN FEE gets a better draw and 
Andy Mac likely learned a lesson to keep her flat when 
driving her last week. (1) BONN should do better against 
this group and gets a prime post to utilize her speed. (7) 
SOMEBODY SPECIAL should be able to at least hit the 
ticket if she decides to not get aggressive off the wings 
early. 

Race 10 
1 Mile/Pace • Open Handicap
Amazing race. Because of the draw, (7) ADMIRAL HILL 
holds the advantage. He’ll have lots of speed inside to 
contend with, so this is in a way his ultimate proving 
ground. But if he can get to the lead, he’ll fight to the 
end. (3) FOR ONCE INMY LIFE gets an amazing draw in 
this race to possibly play spoiler. He’s been in tremen-
dous form and will be dangerous if within two lengths 
off the turn. (8) LITTLE ROCKET MAN had to grind into 
action from the outside draw in both of his Oak Grove 
starts. That could be his achilles heel. But he remains 
a classy fighter that may work a better trip. (9) MUSKA-
TEER HANOVER is always a threat at this class, too.

Race 11 
1 Mile/Pace • KYSS Final / 2YO Fillies
(5) SKYWALKER SEA is too fast. Good luck to the other 
fillies trying to be faster. (1) HIP SHOT is clearly second 
best on the page. (6) AINTNOTHINGUCANDO gets a 
chance to work a trip into this race after a nightmare 
mile out of post 10 two starts ago. Live price. (4) 
ACCEDE should again work a close trip. 

Race 12 
1 Mile/Trot • KYSS Final / 2YO Colts & Geldings
(5) WORLD BY STORM makes his first start for Julie 
Miller, who trains his dam Womans Will. Maybe they 
correct whatever caused his uncharacteristic break last 
out. (7) MEMENTO MORI is a good horse, but the draw 
is tough. (6) BANK ON ME kept gaining and gaining to 
finish second last out. Expect more from him at a price. 
(2) LOUISE’S LEGACY should do better if he stays flat. 

Race 13 
1 Mile/Pace • USHDC NW $3,000 L4 CD
(2) PAPERBACK THRILLER returns to a group she’s 
trounced before with a good draw. (4) CAPTAIN MCK-
EE has been his best these last few weeks and is due 
one day. (7) SHAKEANERA showed late pace, which she 
normally doesn’t. She should fit against this kind. (9) 
ROCKIN ELLA MAE may be trending in a good direction 
after weeks of just grabbing small chunks of checks. 

SHEET STATS 
STATS 
(4/1/24-
7/9/24)

WINS TOP PICK 2ND PICK 3RD PICK 4TH PICK ALL 
PICKS

# OF RACES 398 144 92 51 39 326

WIN % 36.18% 23.12% 12.81% 9.80% 81.91%

RETURN ($796) $747.32 $681.46 $597.86 $680.12 $2,706

ROI % -6.12% -14.39% -24.89% -14.56% -14.99%

AVG 
RETURN

$4.92 $6.75 $9.34 $14.17 $8.79

MEDIAN 
RETURN

$3.74 $5.52 $6.03 $8.26 $4.64

AVG ODDS 3.01 5.77 8.82 14.21 7.95

MEDIAN 
ODDS

1.70 3.85 6.30 10.02 4.79
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